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B.sc. (CBCS) DEGRE; EXAUINAIION, APRIT 20re.

Second Semester

Mathematics - Main

ANAIYTICA.L GEOMETRY OF THREE DIMENSIONS

(For those who joined in July 2017 onwards)

Time : Three hours Maximum : 75 marks

' PARTA-(10x 1= l0marks).

Answer ALL questions.

Choose the correct answer'

f . ihe equation of the tangent whose vertical angle

dis
't
(a) L=pcos9-cos(?-Q)

r
I(b) L= pcos?+cos(?-Q)
r
I(c) " = pcos?-sin(?-o
r
I(d) ' = pcos?+sin(9-Q)
r
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14. (a) Asphere ofconstantradius kpassesthrough
the origin and meets the axes irt A, B, C'

Prove that the centroid of the tuiangle .ABC

Iies on the sphere 9(x2 + y'' + z2) = 4hz .

'Or

(b) Show that the plane 2i - y -22 =16 touches

the sphere *'+y'+z? -4x+2Y .22-3=O
a,!d frnd the Point of contact.

. 15. (a) Find the equation of the cone of the second

degree with $asses through the axes.

Or

O) Find the equation of a riglit circular cylinder

ofradius3with.*i. "12 =Y;4 =":1 .3 6. 2

PARTC-(5x8=40marks)

Answei ALL questions choosing either (a) or (b).

16. (a) Show that the four points (4, -1,2),
(O,-2,3), (1, -5, -1) and (2,0, 1) lie on a

sphere whose centre is (2, - 3, 1) : Find the

radius ofthe sPhere.

Or
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(b) Prove that the lines +=# =*,
r+3 - 

y+r -"-4 ^r" 
goplanar. Also their

-4 7 . - I
polits intersection and the plane through
them.

A plane passes'through a fixed point (a, b, c)

and cuts the axes A, B, C show thatthe locus

;f -th" centre' of the sphere QABC is
a b.c . l

-+-+-= 4.
xyz

'Or

19. (a)

(b) The Plane ABC,'whose equation is

tc s the C' Find
a
the .the of thq
tria 'obta nates of
its centre ahd radius'

20. (a) Find the condition for the equation

F(x, Y, z)=axz +bYz +bzz +2fYz+2gzr+

2hry+2ux+2uY+2wz+d'=O

- to rePresent a cone'

Or

O) equati!'n of the ri
scribed on the circle
0, 0), (0, o, 0), (0,

guiding curve.
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